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The ex-ante evaluation of policies using structural econometric models is based on

estimated parameters as a stand-in for the true parameters. This practice ignores

uncertainty in the counterfactual policy predictions of the model. We develop a

generic approach that deals with parametric uncertainty using uncertainty sets and

frames model-informed policy-making as a decision problem under uncertainty. The

seminal human capital investment model by Keane and Wolpin (1997) provides a

well-known, influential, and empirically-grounded test case. We document consider-

able uncertainty in the models’s policy predictions and highlight the resulting policy

recommendations obtained from using different formal rules of decision-making un-

der uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

Structural microeconometricians use highly parameterized computational models to investigate

economic mechanisms, predict the impact of proposed policies, and inform optimal policy-

making (Wolpin, 2013). These models represent deep structural relationships of theoretical

economic models invariant to policy changes (Hood and Koopmans, 1953). The sources of

uncertainty in such an analysis are ubiquitous (Saltelli et al., 2020). For example, models

are often misspecified, there are numerical approximation errors in their implementation, and

model parameters are uncertain. Therefore, most disciplines require a proper account of un-

certainty before using computational models to inform decision-making (National Research

Council, 2012; SAPEA, 2019).

The following study focuses on parametric uncertainty in structural microeconometric models

that are non-bayesian estimated on observed data. Researchers often do not account for para-

metric uncertainty and conduct an as-if analysis in which the point estimates serve as a stand-in

for the true model parameters. They then continue to study the implications of their models at

the point estimates (Adda et al., 2017; Blundell et al., 2016; Eckstein et al., 2019; Eisenhauer

et al., 2015) and rank competing policy proposals based on the point predictions alone (Blun-

dell and Shephard, 2012; Cunha et al., 2010; Gayle and Shephard, 2019; Todd and Wolpin,

2006). In fact, Keane et al. (2011) state in their handbook article that they are unaware of any

non-bayesian applied work that reports the distribution of policy predictions under parametric

uncertainty.1 To the best of our knowledge, this statement remains true more than a decade

later. Consequently, economists risk accepting fragile findings as facts, ignoring the trade-off

between model complexity and prediction uncertainty, and neglecting to frame policy advice

as a decision problem under uncertainty.

To mitigate these shortcomings, we develop an approach that copes with parametric uncer-

tainty in structural microeconometric models and embeds model-informed policy-making in a

decision-theoretic framework. Ideally, policy-makers fix the parameter space ex-ante and then

evaluate the policy options according to decision rules. However, this approach is often compu-

tationally intractable. We, therefore, follow Manski (2021)’s suggestion and, instead of using

the parameter estimates as-if they were true, incorporate uncertainty in the analysis by treating

the estimated confidence set as-if it is correct. We use the confidence set to construct an uncer-

tainty set that is anchored in empirical estimates, statistically meaningful, and computationally

tractable (Ben-Tal et al., 2013). Instead of just focusing on the point estimates, we evaluate

counterfactual policies based on all parametrizations within the uncertainty set.

1One notable exception pointed out to us by an anonymous referee is Keane (1995), who in a static struc-
tural labor supply model calculates standard errors of policy predictions across draws from the (estimated)
asymptotic distribution of the parameter estimator.
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We draw on statistical decision theory (Manski, 2013) to deal with the uncertainty in coun-

terfactual predictions. This approach promotes a well-reasoned and transparent policy pro-

cess. Before a decision, it clarifies trade-offs between choices (Gilboa et al., 2018). Afterward,

decision-theoretic principles allow constituents to scrutinize the coherence of choices (Gilboa

and Samuelson, 2022), ease the ex-post justification (Berger et al., 2021), and facilitate the

communication of uncertainty (Manski, 2019).

We tailor our approach to the class of Eckstein-Keane-Wolpin (EKW) models (Aguirregabiria

and Mira, 2010). Labor economists often use EKW models to learn about human capital

investment and consumption-saving decisions and predict the impact of proposed reforms to

education policy and welfare programs (Keane et al., 2011; Low and Meghir, 2017; Blundell,

2017). The analysis of these models poses serious computational challenges. During estima-

tion, EKW models are solved thousands of times and even a single solution often takes several

minutes. Thus, a decision-theoretic ex-ante analysis of alternative decision rules across the

whole parameter space, as intended by (Wald, 1950), is infeasible. Instead we construct an

uncertainty set, a subset of the whole parameter space, and deal with the ex-post uncertainty

after estimating the model. This compromise allows us to garner the benefits of using statisti-

cal decision theory to shape policy-making under uncertainty while ensuring the computational

tractability of our analysis.

As an example of our approach, we analyze the seminal human capital investment model

by Keane and Wolpin (1997) as a well-known, empirically grounded, and computationally de-

manding test case. We follow the authors and estimate the model on the National Longitudinal

Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019) using the original dataset

and reproduce all core results. We revisit their predictions for the impact of a tuition sub-

sidy on completed years of schooling. The economics of the model implies that the nonlinear

mapping between the model parameters and predictions is truncated at zero, and we thus use

the Confidence Set (CS) bootstrap (Woutersen and Ham, 2019) to estimate the confidence set

for the counterfactuals. We document considerable uncertainty in the policy predictions and

highlight the resulting policy recommendations from different formal rules on decision-making

under uncertainty.

Our work extends existing research exploring the sensitivity of implications and predictions to

parametric uncertainty in macroeconomics and climate economics. For example, Harenberg

et al. (2019) study uncertainty propagation and sensitivity analysis for a standard real busi-

ness cycle model. Cai and Lontzek (2019) examine how uncertainties and risks in economic

and climate systems affect the social cost of carbon. However, neither of them estimates their

model on data. Instead, they rely on expert judgments to inform the degree of parametric
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uncertainty. They do not investigate the consequences of uncertainty for policy decisions in

a decision-theoretic framework. Our contribution is that we provide a feasible method for

uncertainty quantification in complex microeconometric models that are of great practical im-

portance and show that under uncertainty different decision rules may lead to significantly

different rankings of preferred policies.

We complement a burgeoning literature on the sensitivity analysis of policy predictions in light

of model or moment misspecification. For example, Andrews et al. (2017) and Andrews et al.

(2020) treat the model specification as given and then analyze the sensitivity of the parameter

estimates to the misspecification of the moments used for estimation. Christensen and Connault

(2023) study global sensitivity of the model predictions to misspecification of the distribution

of unobservables. Jørgensen (2021) provides a local measure for the sensitivity of counterfac-

tuals to model parameters that are fixed before the estimation of the model.2 This literature

does not embed the counterfactual predictions in a decision-theoretic setting. Recent work

by Kalouptsidi et al. (2021a), Kalouptsidi et al. (2021b), and Norets and Tang (2014) studies

(partial) identification and inference on counterfactuals. However, they all adopt the setup

outlined in Rust (1987) and exploit the additive separability of the immediate utility function

between observed and unobserved state variables, which does not apply to EKW models. In

related work, Blesch and Eisenhauer (2021) conduct a decision-theoretic ex-ante analysis to

determine optimal decision rules in Rust (1987)’s stochastic dynamic investment model where

the decision-maker directly accounts for uncertainty in the model’s transition dynamics. They

only consider uncertainty in a subset of the model’s parameters which are estimated outside

the model and remain fixed to their point estimates during the analysis.

Other approaches exist to account for uncertainty, such as Keane and Wolpin (2007) that re-

quires an additional sample that differs along the policy dimension, which can then be used to

validate the predictions. Finally, there are also bayesian approaches for dynamic discrete choice

models, such as those proposed by Imai et al. (2009), and Norets (2009), provide a natural way

to incorporate parameter uncertainty (Keane et al., 2011) in policy predictions. For EKW type

models, Houser (2003) applies a bayesian procedure proposed by Geweke and Keane (2000) to

EKW type models without imposing rational expectations on the agents. Bayesian approaches

to uncertainty quantification are very attractive in terms of interpretation. However, they are

currently infeasible for complex models that have no closed-form likelihood solution (requiring

approximate bayesian computation (ABC)) and require many parameters for simulation. For

further discussion of these issues see also Prangle (2015) and Brown et al. (2018).

2For other examples, see Armstrong and Kolesár (2021), Bonhomme and Weidner (2022), Bugni and Ura
(2019), and Mukhin (2018).
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In Section 2, we describe the decision-theoretic framework for making model-informed decisions

under parametric uncertainty using an illustrative example. After summarizing the empirical

setting of Keane and Wolpin (1997) in Section 3, we present our results in Section 4. We

complete our analysis in Section 6 with a brief conclusion and outlook.

2. Structural models for policy-making

In the following section, we discuss uncertainty propagation and the common practice of using

estimated parameters as a plug-in replacement for the true model parameters. We then explore

the limitations of this strategy and introduce our alternative approach, in which we implement

estimated confidence sets to construct uncertainty sets. In so doing, we are able to cope with

uncertain policy predictions in a proper decision-theoretic framework.

At a high level, a structural microeconometric model provides a mapping M(θ) between the l

model parameters θ ∈ Θ and a quantity y that is of interest to policy-makers.

R
l ⊃ Θ ∋ θ 7→ M(θ) = y

A policy g ∈ G changes the mapping to Mg(θ) and produces a counterfactual yg.

Estimation of a baseline model M(θ) describing the status-quo on observed data allows re-

searchers to learn about the true parameters. Frequentist estimation procedures such as maxi-

mum likelihood estimation and the method of simulated moments produce a point estimate θ̂.

However, uncertainty about the true parameters remains.

Previewing our empirical analysis of Keane and Wolpin (1997), our M is provided by a dy-

namic model of human capital accumulation, which we estimate on observed schooling and

labor market decisions using simulated maximum likelihood estimation. The policy g is the

implementation of a college tuition subsidy, and the counterfactual is the level of completed

schooling in the population. Example parameters that drive the economics of the model are

time preferences of individuals, the return to schooling, and the transferability of work experi-

ence across occupations.

The following illustrative example highlights our key points. We consider two policies g ∈ {1, 2}

that result in two different mappings (M1,M2) of the same scalar θ to a counterfactual yg.

Higher values of yg are more desirable for a policy-maker. The point estimate θ̂ is determined

by estimating a baseline model on an observed dataset. We denote the probability density

function of its sampling distribution by fθ̂.
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Under the first policy, the counterfactual is an increasing nonlinear function of θ. In the case

of the second policy, the relationship is decreasing and linear.

1 2 θ̂ 4 5

θ

0

ŷg

40

60

80

y
g

M1(θ)

Point estimate

M2(θ)

U(0.1)

Figure 1: Model comparison

Notes: We parameterize the two models as y1 = exp θ and y2 = 29.08− 3 θ.

Figure 1 traces the counterfactual from both models over a range of the parameter. At the

point estimate, both models yield the same value for the counterfactual. Once we account for

uncertainty in our estimates of the true parameter, deciding which policy to adopt becomes

less straightforward: for higher values of θ, the first policy is preferred, while the opposite is

true for lower values.

2.1. Uncertainty sets

Manski (2021) suggests acknowledging parametric uncertainty by working with estimated con-

fidence sets instead of point estimates. A confidence set Θ(α) ⊂ Θ covers the true parameters,

from an ex-ante point of view, with a predetermined coverage probability of (1− α). Proceed-

ing with our analysis, we refine the status quo procedure, in which estimated parameter values

serve as a stand-in for the model’s true parametrization. Instead, we assume the estimated

confidence set for the parameters Θ̂(α) and the counterfactual Θ̂yg(α) are correct and analyze

policy decisions accordingly.

Based on the estimated confidence sets, we construct so-called uncertainty sets for the parame-

ters U(α) and the prediction Uyg(α) by only considering parameterizations that we cannot reject

based on a hypothesis test with confidence level 1− α. This approach ensures the tractability

of our decision-theoretic analysis, as the uncertainty set of the parameters is much smaller

than the whole parameter space of the model. We adopt this procedure from the literature on
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data-driven robust optimization in operations research (Ben-Tal et al., 2013; Bertsimas et al.,

2018).

2.2. Statistical decision theory

In our setting, a policy-maker relies on a structural model with an uncertain parametrization

to map alternative policies to counterfactual predictions. In most cases, the preferred policy

depends on the model’s uncertain true parameters. We, therefore, draw on statistical decision

theory to organize the decision-making process (Gilboa, 2009; Marinacci, 2015).

Returning to our example, we rank the two policies according to alternative statistical decision

rules using an uncertainty set derived from a confidence set with a 90% coverage probability. In

what follows, we postulate a simple linear utility function U(yg) to describe the policy-maker’s

preferences.3

Figure 2 shows the implied sampling distribution of the predictions for the two alternative

policies and the corresponding uncertainty sets Uyg(0.1). The mapping M1 is highly nonlinear,

while the mapping M2 is linear. When evaluated at the point estimate, the counterfactual

is the same under both policies, so a policy-maker is indifferent. However, the spread of the

uncertainty set differs considerably.

y
1

D
en
si
ty

fŷ1

Uy1(0.1)

0 y
2 ŷ1, ŷ2 30 40 50 60 70 80

yg

D
en
si
ty

fŷ2

Uy2(0.1)

Figure 2: Comparing policy predictions

Decision theory proposes a variety of different rules for reasonable decisions in this setting. We

explore the following four: (1) as-if optimization, (2) maximin criterion, (3) minimax regret

3We assume that the sampling distribution of the point estimate is normal with a mean of three and a standard
deviation of three-fourths. We can derive the uncertainty sets directly and simply consider realizations of
θ ∈ [1.76, 4.23].
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rule, and (4) subjective Bayes.

As-if optimization describes the predominant practice. The estimation of the model produces

point estimates that serve as a plug-in for the true parameters. The decision maximizes the

utility at the point estimate. More formally,

g∗ = argmax
g∈G

U(Mg(θ̂)).

Given our example, an as-if policy-maker is indifferent between the two policies, since both

policies result in the same counterfactual at the point estimates as indicated by the dashed line

in Figure 2.

The maximin criterion and minimax regret rule are two common alternatives that favor actions

that work uniformly well over all possible parameters in the uncertainty set. This approach

departs from as-if optimization, which only considers a policy’s performance at a single point

in the uncertainty set. The maximin decision (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989; Wald, 1950) is

determined by computing the minimum utility for each policy within the uncertainty set and

choosing the one with the highest worst-case outcome. Stated concisely,

g∗ = argmax
g∈G

min
θ∈U(α)

U(Mg(θ)).

Returning to Figure 2, a maximin policy-maker prefers g2 as the worst-case outcome. Within

the uncertainty set, y
2
is better than under the alternative policy, g1.

The minimax regret rule (Manski, 2004; Niehans, 1948) computes the maximum regret for each

policy over the whole uncertainty set and chooses the policy that minimizes the maximum

regret. The regret of choosing a policy g for a given parameterization of the model is the

difference between the maximum possible utility achieved from adopting g̃ ∈ G and the actual

utility obtained. The decision maximizes:

g∗ = argmin
g∈G

max
θ∈U(α)

[

max
g̃∈G

U(Mg̃(θ))− U(Mg(θ))

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

regret

.

Figure 3 compares our two policy examples over the uncertainty sets. A policy-maker adopting

policy g1 regrets his choice for small values of the model parameter, while the opposite is true

for larger values. The regret of each policy is maximized at the boundaries of the uncertainty

set. Maximum regret is minimized when a policy-maker chooses g1. It corresponds to the

difference in the counterfactual at the lower boundary of the uncertainty set instead of the

larger difference at its upper bound. This outcome contradicts the maximin decision in which
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policy g2 is preferred.

1 2 θ̂ 4 5

θ

0

20

40

60

80

y
g

M1(θ)

M2(θ)

regret choosing g1

regret choosing g2

U(0.1)

Figure 3: Comparing policy regret

Each decision rule presented so far focuses on a single point in the uncertainty set as the policy’s

relevant performance measure. Bayesian approaches aggregate a policy’s performance over the

complete uncertainty set.

Maximization of the subjective expected utility (Savage, 1954) requires the policy-maker to

place a subjective probability distribution fθ over the parameters in the uncertainty set. A

policy-maker then selects the alternative with the highest expected subjective utility. Formally,

g∗ = argmax
g∈G

∫

U(α)

U(Mg(θ)) dfθ.

Applying a uniform distribution to our example, a policy-maker chooses g1, which performs

well for high values of θ and still reasonably well for low values.

3. Eckstein-Keane-Wolpin models

We now present the general structure of Eckstein-Keane-Wolpin (EKW) models (Aguirregabiria

and Mira, 2010) and their solution approach. We then turn to the customized version used

by Keane and Wolpin (1997) to study the career decisions of young men and investigate the

consequences of parametric uncertainty in this empirically-grounded and computationally de-

manding setting. We outline their model’s basic setup, provide some descriptive statistics of

the empirical data used in our estimation, and then discuss the core findings.
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pt+1(st+1, at+1)
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ut(st, at)

receive

ut+1(st+1, at+1)

Figure 4: Timing of events

3.1. General structure

EKW models describe sequential decision-making under uncertainty (Gilboa, 2009; Machina

and Viscusi, 2014). At time t = 1, . . . , T each individual observes the state of their choice envi-

ronment st ∈ S and chooses an action at from the set of admissible actions A. The decision has

two consequences: an individual receives an immediate utility ut(st, at) and their environment

evolves to a new state st+1. The transition from st to st+1 is affected by the action but remains

uncertain. Since individuals are forward-looking, they do not simply choose the alternative

with the highest immediate utility. Instead, they take the future consequences of their actions

into account.

A policy π = (dπ1 , . . . , d
π
T ) provides the individual with instructions for choosing an action in any

possible future state. It is a sequence of decision rules dπt that specify the action dπt (st) ∈ A at

a particular time t for any possible state st under π. The implementation of a policy generates

a sequence of utilities that depends on the objective transition probability distribution pt(st, at)

for the evolution from state st to st+1 induced by the model.

Figure 4 depicts the timing of events for two generic periods. At the beginning of period t, an

individual fully learns about each action’s immediate utility, selects one of the alternatives, and

receives its immediate utility. Then, the state evolves from st to st+1, and the process repeats

itself in t+ 1.

Individuals make their decisions facing uncertainty about the future and seek to maximize

their expected total discounted utilities over all decision periods given all available information.

They have rational expectations (Muth, 1961), so their subjective beliefs about the future agree

with the objective probabilities for all possible future events provided by the model. Immedi-

ate utilities are separable between periods (Kahneman et al., 1997), and a discount factor δ

parameterizes a preference for immediate over future utilities (Samuelson, 1937).
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Equation (1) formally describes the individual’s objective. Given an initial state s1, they

implement a policy π that maximizes the expected total discounted utilities over all decision

periods given the information available at the time.

max
π∈Π

Eπ
s1

[
T∑

t=1

δt−1ut(st, d
π
t (st))

]

(1)

EKW models are set up as a standard Markov decision process (MDP) (Puterman, 1994; Rust,

1994; White, 1993) that can be solved by a simple backward induction procedure. In the final

period T , there is no future to consider, and the optimal action is choosing the alternative with

the highest immediate utility in each state. With the decision rule for the final period, we can

determine all other optimal decisions recursively. We use our group’s open-source research code

respy (Gabler and Raabe, 2020), which allows for the flexible specification, simulation, and

estimation of EKW models. 4

3.2. The career decisions of young men

Keane and Wolpin (1997) specialize the model above to explore the career decisions of young

men regarding their schooling, work, and occupational choices using the National Longitudinal

Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019) for the estimation of the

model. We restrict ourselves to a basic summary of their setup. Further documentation of the

model specification and the observed dataset is available in the Appendix.

Keane and Wolpin (1997) follows individuals over their working life from young adulthood at

age 16 to retirement at age 65. Each decision period t = 16, . . . , 65 represents a school year.

Figure 5 illustrates the initial decision problem as individuals select one of five alternatives

from the set of admissible actions a ∈ A. They can decide to either work in a blue-collar or a

white-collar occupation (a = 1, 2), serve in the military (a = 3), attend school (a = 4), or stay

at home (a = 5).

4Detailed documentation of the software and its numerical components is available at http://respy

.readthedocs.io.
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Figure 5: Decision tree

Individuals are already heterogeneous when entering the model. They differ with respect to

their level of initial schooling h16, and have one of four different J = {1, . . . , 4} alternative-

specific skill endowment types e = (ej,a)J×A.

The immediate utility ua(·) of each alternative consists of a non-pecuniary utility ζa(·) and, at

least for the working alternatives, an additional wage component wa(·). Both depend on the

level of human capital as measured by their alternative-specific skill endowment e, their years

of completed schooling ht, and their occupation-specific work experience kt = (ka,t)a∈{1,2,3}.

The immediate utilities are influenced by last-period choices at−1 and alternative-specific pro-

ductivity shocks ǫt = (ǫa,t)a∈A as well. Their general form is given by:

ua(·) =







ζa(kt, ht, t, at−1) + wa(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,a, ǫa,t) if a ∈ {1, 2, 3}

ζa(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,a, ǫa,t) if a ∈ {4, 5}.

Work experience kt and years of completed schooling ht evolve deterministically. There is no

uncertainty about grade completion (Altonji, 1993) and no part-time enrollment. Schooling is

defined by time spent in school, not by formal credentials acquired. Once individuals reach a

certain amount of schooling, they acquire a degree.

ka,t+1 = ka,t + I[at = a] if a ∈ {1, 2, 3}

ht+1 = ht + I[at = 4]

The productivity shocks ǫt are uncorrelated across time and follow a multivariate normal dis-

tribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ. Given the structure of the utility functions

and the distribution of the shocks, the state at time t is st = {kt, ht, t, at−1, e, ǫt}.
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Skill endowments e and initial schooling h16 are the only sources of persistent heterogeneity

in the model. All remaining differences in life-cycle decisions result from different transitory

shocks ǫt that occur over time.

Theoretical and empirical research from specialized disciplines within economics informs the

specification of each ua(·). As an example, we provide the exact functional form of the non-

pecuniary utility from schooling in Equation (2). Further details on the specification of the

utility functions are available in the Appendix.

ζ4(st) = ej,4
︸︷︷︸

type

+ βtc1 · I[ht ≥ 12] + βtc2 · I[ht ≥ 16]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

tuition costs

+ γ4,4 · t+ γ4,5 · I[t < 18]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

time trend

(2)

+ βrc1 · I[at−1 6= 4, ht < 12] + βrc2 · I[at−1 6= 4, ht ≥ 12]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

re-enrollment cost

+ . . .+ ǫ4,t

There is a direct cost in the form of tuition for continuing education after high school βtc1 and

college βtc2 . The decision to leave school is reversible, but entails re-enrollment costs that differ

by schooling category (βrc1 , βrc2).

We analyze the original dataset used by Keane and Wolpin (1997). We only provide a brief

description and relegate further details to the Appendix. The authors construct their sample

based on the NLSY79, a nationally representative sample of young men and women living in

the United States in 1979 and born between 1957 and 1964. Individuals were followed from

1979 onwards and repeatedly interviewed about their schooling decisions and labor market ex-

periences. Based on this information, individuals are assigned to either working in one of the

three occupations, attending school, or simply staying at home.

Keane and Wolpin (1997) restrict attention to white men, who turned 16 between 1977 and

1981, and exploit information collected between 1979 and 1987. Thus, individuals in the sample

range in age between 16 and 26 years old. While the sample initially consists of 1,373 individ-

uals at age 16, this number drops to 256 at the age of 26 due to sample attrition and missing

data. Overall, the final sample consists of 12,359 person-period observations.

Figure 6 summarizes the evolution of choices and wages over the sample period. Roughly 86%

of individuals initially enroll in school, but this share steadily declines with age. Nevertheless,

about 39% pursue some form of higher education and obtain more than a high school degree.

As individuals leave school, most of them initially pursue a blue-collar occupation. However,

the relative share of white-collar workers increases as individuals entering the labor market later

gain access to higher levels of schooling. At age 26, about 48% work in a blue-collar occupation

and 34% in a white-collar occupation. The share of individuals in the military peaks around

12
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Figure 6: Data overview

age 20 at 8%. At its maximum around age 18, approximately 20% of individuals stay at home.

For an individual, the average wage starts at about $10,000 at age 16 and increases consid-

erably up to about $25,000 by the age of 26. While starting wages for blue-collar workers

are about $10,286, wages in white-collar occupations and the military start around $9,000.

However, wages for white-collar occupations increase sharply over time, overtaking blue-collar

wages around age 21. By the end of the observation period, wages for white-collar occupations

are about 50% higher than blue-collar wages at $32,756 compared to only $20,739. Military

wages remain lowest throughout.

We consider observations for i = 1, . . . , N individuals in each time period t = 1, . . . , Ti. For

every observation (i, t) in the data, we observe the action ait, some components ūit of the util-

ity, and a subset s̄it of the state sit. Therefore, from an economist’s point of view, we must

distinguish between two types of state variables sit = {s̄it, e, ǫt}. At time t, the economist and

individual both observe s̄it, while {e, ǫt} is only observed by the individual.

We use simulated maximum likelihood (Fisher, 1922; Manski and Lerman, 1977) estimation

and determine the 88 model parameters θ̂ that maximize the likelihood function L(θ | D). As

we only observe a subset s̄t = {kt, ht, t, at−1} of the state, we can determine the probability

pit(ait, ūit | s̄it,θ) of individual i at time t in s̄it choosing ait and receiving ūit given parametric

assumptions about the distribution of ǫt. Thus, the estimator is given by

θ̂ ≡ argmax
θ∈Θ

N∏

i=1

Ti∏

t=1

pit(ait, ūit | s̄it,θ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

L(θ|D)

.
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Overall, our parameter estimates are in broad agreement with the results reported in the orig-

inal paper and the related literature. For example, individuals discount future utilities by 6%

per year. The returns to schooling vary according to occupation. While wages for white-collar

occupations increase by about 6% with each additional year of schooling, they only increase

by 2% for those working blue collar jobs. Skills are transferable across occupations as work

experience increases wages in both blue and white-collar occupations.

Figure 7 shows the overall agreement between the empirical data and a dataset simulated using

the estimated model parameters. We show average wages and the share of individuals choosing

a blue-collar occupation over time. The results are based on a simulated sample of 10, 000

individuals. Additional model fit statistics are available in the Appendix.
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Figure 7: Model fit

We adhere to the procedure outlined by the authors of the original paper and use the estimated

model to conduct the ex-ante evaluation of a $2, 000 tuition subsidy on educational attainment.

We simulate a sample of 10, 000 individuals using the point estimates and compare completed

schooling to a sample of the same size, but with a reduction of β̂tc1 by $2, 000. The subsidy

increases average final schooling by 0.65 years. College graduation increases by 13 percentage

points, and high school graduation rates improve by 4 percentage points.

3.3. Confidence set bootstrap

The construction of confidence sets for counterfactuals in many structural models poses two

distinct challenges. First, the computational burden of even a single estimation of the model

is considerable. This makes the application of a standard bootstrap approach (Efron, 1979)

infeasible. Second, the nonlinear mapping from the parameters of the model to the counterfac-

tual predictions often has kinks or is truncated. For example, in our case, the predicted impact

of a tuition subsidy is bounded from below by zero. This violates the smoothness requirements

of the delta method and causes bootstraping the function to yield invalid confidence intervals

14



as shown in the examples of Woutersen and Ham (2019).

We use the Confidence Set (CS) bootstrap to construct the confidence set of the counterfactual.

Although the CS bootstrap was originally proposed in Rao (1973), it has only recently been

formalized by Woutersen and Ham (2019). Its application does not require repeated estimations

of the model, as it uses the asymptotic normal distribution of the estimator for θ̂. Furthermore,

its validity does not depend on the differentiability of the prediction function.5

Algorithm 1 provides a concise description of the steps involved, where χ2
l (1−α) is the quantile

function for probability 1− α of the chi-square distribution with l degrees of freedom.

Algorithm 1 . Confidence Set bootstrap

for m = 1, . . . ,M do

Draw θ̂m ∼ N (θ̂, Σ̂)

if (θ̂m − θ̂)′Σ̂−1(θ̂m − θ̂) ≤ χ2
l (1− α) then

Compute ŷg,m = Mg(θ̂m)

Add ŷg,m to sample Y = {ŷg,1, . . . , ŷg,m−1}

end if

end for

Set Θyg(α) = [min(Y ),max(Y )]

To summarize, we draw a large sample of M parameters from the estimated asymptotic nor-

mal distribution of our estimator with mean θ̂ and covariance matrix Σ̂, accepting only those

draws that are elements of the confidence set of the model parameters. We then compute the

counterfactual for all remaining draws and calculate the confidence set for the counterfactual

based on its lowest and highest value.

The CS bootstrap poses a considerable computational challenge. In many applications, includ-

ing our own, a single prediction of a counterfactual takes several minutes. At the same time,

the number of parameter samples must be large to ensure that the minimum and maximum

values for the counterfactual prediction are reliable. However, the algorithm is amenable to

parallelization using modern high-performance computational resources by processing each of

the M parameter draws independently.

5See Reich and Judd (2020) for a critical assessment of confidence sets based on asymptotic arguments. They
advocate the use of likelihood-ratio confidence intervals instead and set up their computation as a constraint
optimization problem.
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Our uncertainty sets then take the following form:

U(α) ≡
{

θ ∈ Θ : (θ − θ̂)′Σ̂−1(θ − θ̂) ≤ χ2
l (1− α)

}

Uyg(α) ≡
{

Mg(θ) : (θ − θ̂)′Σ̂−1(θ − θ̂) ≤ χ2
l (1− α),θ ∈ Θ

}

.

4. Results

Turning to the presentation of our results, we focus on the impact of a $2, 000 tuition subsidy

on completed schooling and use the 90% uncertainty set to measure the degree of uncertainty.

All our results potentially depend on the size of the uncertainty set. In practice, policy-makers

choose the uncertainty set’s size in line with their underlying preferences - the more desirable

protection against unfavorable outcomes is, the larger the uncertainty set will be.6

All results are based on 30, 000 draws from the asymptotic normal distribution of our parameter

estimates. We follow Keane and Wolpin (1997) and start by analyzing the prediction for a

general subsidy. Then we turn to the situation where we use endowment types for policy

targeting. Throughout our analysis, we postulate a linear utility function for the policy-maker.

4.1. General subsidy

Figure 8 explores the impact prediction for a general tuition subsidy. We show the point predic-

tion, its sampling distribution, and the uncertainty set. At the point estimate, average schooling

increases by 0.65 years. However, there is considerable uncertainty about the prediction, as the

uncertainty set ranges from 0.15 to 1.10 years.

6In a different setting, Blesch and Eisenhauer (2021) conduct an ex-ante performance evaluation of the statis-
tical decision functions over the whole parameter space (Wald, 1950; Manski, 2021).
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Figure 8: General subsidy

In Figure 9, we trace the effect of the discount rate δ on the subsidy’s impact over the uncer-

tainty set, while, for illustration purposes, keeping all other parameters at their point estimate.

Initially, as δ increases, so does the policy’s impact as individuals value the long-term benefits

from increasing their level of schooling more and more. However, for high levels of the discount

factor, the policy’s impact starts to decrease as most individuals already complete a high school

or college degree even without the subsidy.
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Figure 9: Time preference

4.2. Targeted subsidy

So far, we restricted the analysis to a general subsidy available to the whole population and

the average predicted impact. We now examine the setting in which a policy-maker can target

individuals based on the type of their initial endowment. The importance of early endowment

heterogeneity in shaping economic outcomes over the life-cycle is the most important finding
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from Keane and Wolpin (1997). It served as motivation for a host of subsequent research on

the determinants of skill heterogeneity among adolescents (Caucutt and Lochner, 2020; Erosa

et al., 2010; Todd and Wolpin, 2007).

To ease the exposition, we initially focus our discussion of results on Type 1 and Type 3

individuals. We later rank policies targeting either of the four types based on the different

decision-theoretic criteria. Additional results are available in our Appendix.

Figure 10 confirms that life-cycle choices differ considerably by initial endowment type. On

the left, we show the number of periods the two types spend on average in each of the five

alternatives. Those characterized as Type 1 individuals spend more than six years on their

education even after entering the model. Type 3 individuals, on the other hand, extend their

academic pursuits for only an additional two years. This difference translates into very different

labor market experiences. While Type 1 individuals work for about 35 years in a white-collar

occupation, Type 3 workers switch more frequently between white and blue-collar occupations

and spend a comparable amount of time working in either occupation – approximately 44 years

split equally among white and blue-collar occupations. Both types only spend a short time at

home.
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Figure 10: Type heterogeneity

On the right, we show the distribution of final schooling for both types. Years of schooling are

considerably higher for Type 1 individuals with an average of more than 16 years compared to

only 12 years for those identified as Type 3 individuals. Nearly all Type 1 individuals enroll in

college and most graduate with a degree.

Figure 11 provides a visualization of our core results for a targeted subsidy. At the point

estimates, the predicted impact is considerably lower for Type 1 than Type 3. However, the

prediction uncertainty is much larger for Type 3 compared to Type 1. The uncertainty set for

Type 3 ranges all the way from 0 to 1.2 years, while the prediction for Type 1 is between 0.18
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and 0.75.
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Figure 11: Targeted subsidy

This heterogeneity in impact and prediction uncertainty follows directly from the underlying

economics of the model. Type 1 individuals are already more likely to have a college degree

before the subsidy, and thus, the predicted impact is smaller. Alternatively, Type 1 individuals

affected by the subsidy are in the middle of pursuing a college education and thus directly

benefit from it. Since Type 3 individuals are at the lower end of the schooling distribution, a

tuition subsidy can considerably increase their level of schooling. Whether the subsidy succeeds

in doing so, however, remains uncertain.

We now consider the policy option to target Type 2 and Type 4 as well. Their point predic-

tions are actually highest with an additional 0.81 years on average for Type 2 and 0.75 years

for Type 4. However, both predictions are fraught with uncertainty. For Type 2 the uncer-

tainty set ranges from 0.17 to 1.3, while for Type 4 it starts at zero and spans all the way to 1.18.

Figure 12 shows the policy alternative’s ranking by the decision-theoretic criteria we discussed

in Section 2.2. Ranking alternatives using as-if optimization is straightforward. A policy

targeting Type 2 is the most preferred alternative, while a focus on Type 1 is the least attractive.

However, once we account for the presence of uncertainty in the predictions, a more nuanced

picture emerges. Moving from as-if optimization to a subjective Bayes criterion using a uniform

distribution over the uncertainty set does not change the ordering. However, once a decision-

maker is concerned with performance across the whole range of values in the uncertainty set –

we move to the minimax regret or maximin criterion – a policy targeting Type 1 becomes more

and more attractive despite its low point prediction because its worst-case utility is highest.
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Figure 12: Policy ranking

In general, framing policy advice as a decision problem under uncertainty shows that there are

many different ways of making reasonable decisions. The ranking of policies varies depending

on the decision criteria. Not only that, but due to the necessary ex-post nature of our imple-

mentation, the ranking for a given criteria also depends on the choice of α. The selection of α is

part of the decision problem: the more a policy-maker is concerned about worst-case scenarios,

the smaller the appropriate value for α will be. After deciding on a preferred decision rule, we

suggest performing a sensitivity analysis around the selected α value by checking how much

the policy ranking varies within a neighborhood.

5. Discussion and extensions

A potential issue with our procedure to incorporate parametric uncertainty by using the uncer-

tainty sets Uyg(α) in the policy maker’s decision problem is the fact that some of the parameter

vectors that generate the uncertainty set may provide poor fits to the data. Particularly in

complicated models with many parameters such as the EKW model in Section 4 this is a con-

cern that the policy maker may wish to investigate and address if necessary. To a certain extent

by increasing α, the potential problem of including parameter vectors that poorly fit the data

is reduced. However, this is quite a crude tool as it does not explicitly use information on

the quality of the fit. Instead, using Figure 13, we illustrate how to check for the potential

problem of parameter vectors leading to poor fits in practice. The figure adds information on

the log-likelihood of the parameter vectors used to generate the uncertainty sets to the plots

in Figure 8 and Figure 9. In Figure 13(a), we have added a scatter plot of the log-likelihood

under the general subsidy for the parameter vectors used to construct the uncertainty set. In

Figure 13(b) we have added the log-likelihood under the general subsidy for different values of

the time preference parameter while holding the other parameters fixed at their point estimate.
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Figure 13: Incorporating likelihood information

Figure 13(a) shows that under the general subsidy nearly all the parameter draws that resulted

in counterfactuals with more than 0.8 years of additional schooling fitted the data well. For

parameters that resulted in additional schooling of 0.3 to 0.6 years, there seems to be an

additional slightly lower log-likelihood cluster. For parameters that resulted in less than 0.3

years of additional schooling the log-likelihood declines continually. In Figure 13(b), where we

only trace out the effect of the discount rate on the subsidy, we see that the log-likelihood

declines slightly for larger values of the discount rate. Letting Lg(θ) denote the log-likelihood

under the subsidy of a parameter θ in the uncertainty set, the policy maker can incorporate this

information by replacing the uncertainty set Uyg(α) with a restricted version that is obtained

disregarding draws whose likelihoods under the subsidy are small. Specifically, let κ be a

threshold for the log-likelihood to be chosen by the policy maker and define the restricted

uncertainty set

Uyg(α, κ) ≡
{

Mg(θ) : (θ − θ̂)′Σ̂−1(θ − θ̂) ≤ χ2
l (1− α) and Lg(θ) ≥ κ,θ ∈ Θ

}

.

We propose the following three-step procedure for the policy maker. First, she constructs the

uncertainty set Uyg(α) using the confidence set bootstrap in Algorithm 1 whilst additionally

computing Lg(θ̂m) for each draw. In the second step, she uses the log-likelihoods to construct

the restricted uncertainty set Uyg(α, κ). The threshold parameter κ could be set equal to

a quantile of the empirical log-likelihood distribution. Alternatively, it could be chosen by

inspecting a plot like Figure 13(a). This could be done in an adhoc fashion or if presented with

a situation as in Figure 13(a) by clustering the log-likelihoods and then selecting the threshold

accordingly. Finally, the policy maker uses Uyg(α, κ) in her decision making problem instead of

Uyg(α), which corresponds to setting κ = −∞.

For applications where our sampling method results in a large proportion of poor likelihood

fits, we have adapted a boundary sampling method from Kim and Lindsay (2011). We describe

this procedure in more detail in Appendix A.4.
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6. Conclusion

We develop a generic approach that addresses parametric uncertainty when using models to

inform policy-making. We propose a decision-theoretic analysis of computationally demanding

structural models based on uncertainty sets. We construct the uncertainty sets from empirical

estimates and ensure their computational tractability by using the confidence set bootstrap.

We revisit the seminal work by Keane and Wolpin (1997) to document the empirical relevance

of prediction uncertainty and showcase our analysis. Focusing on their ex-ante evaluation of a

tuition subsidy, we report considerable uncertainty in the policy’s impact on completed school-

ing. We show how a policy-maker’s preferred policy depends on the choice of alternative formal

rules for decision-making under uncertainty. Finally, we propose an extension to our method

that allows the policy maker to leverage information from the log-likelihood function to ensure

that counterfactuals based on parameters that result in poor fits are excluded in the decision

making problem. The decision problem then includes the choice of α that governs the size of

the uncertainty set as well of the choice of κ to restrict the uncertainty set. In practice, we

suggest performing a sensitivity analysis around the selected choices.

In our ongoing research, we pursue three avenues for further improvements. First, we link our

work with the literature on inference under (local) model misspecification to refine the con-

struction of our uncertainty sets. For example, Armstrong and Kolesár (2021) and Bonhomme

and Weidner (2022) propose different methods for taking misspecification into account when

constructing confidence sets. Second, we incorporate ideas from the literature on global sensi-

tivity analysis (Razavi et al., 2021) to identify the parameters most responsible for uncertainty

in predictions. The attribution of importance based on Shapely values, familiar to economists

from game theory, appears promising (Owen, 2014; Shapley, 1953) as well. Third, we address

our analysis’s computational burden using surrogate modeling (Forrester et al., 2008), which

emulates the full model’s behavior at a negligible cost per run and allows us to determine

prediction uncertainty using a nonparametric bootstrap procedure.
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A. Appendix

The Appendix contains details on our computational implementation, the estimation dataset,

and additional results.

A.1. Computation

Using the same computational implementation as Keane and Wolpin (1997), we outline the

immediate utility functions for each of the five alternatives. We first focus on their common

structure and then present their parameterization. We also provide the economic motivation

for their specification.

We follow individuals over their working life from age 16 until retirement at age 65. Each deci-

sion period t = 16, . . . , 65 represents a school year. Individuals can select one of five alternatives

from the set of admissible actions a ∈ A. They can decide to either work in a blue-collar or

white-collar occupation (a = 1, 2), serve in the military (a = 3), attend school (a = 4), or stay

at home (a = 5).

Individuals differ with respect to their initial level of completed schooling h16, and they possess

one of four J = {1, . . . , 4} alternative-specific skill endowments e = (ej,a)J×A.

The immediate utility ua(·) of each alternative consists of a non-pecuniary utility ζa(·) and, at

least for the working alternatives, an additional wage component wa(·), both of which depend

on the level of human capital as measured by their occupation-specific work experience kt =

(ka,t)a∈{1,2,3}, years of completed schooling ht, and alternative-specific skill endowment e. The

immediate utility functions are influenced by last-period choices at−1 and alternative-specific

productivity shocks ǫt = (ǫa,t)a∈A as well. Their general form is given by:

ua(·) =







ζa(kt, ht, t, at−1) + wa(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,a, ǫa,t) if a ∈ {1, 2, 3}

ζa(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,a, ǫa,t) if a ∈ {4, 5}.

Work experience kt and years of completed schooling ht evolve deterministically:

ka,t+1 = ka,t + I[at = a] if a ∈ {1, 2, 3}

ht+1 = ht + I[at = 4].

The productivity shocks are uncorrelated across time and follow a multivariate normal distri-

bution with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σ. Given the structure of the utility functions and

the distribution of the shocks, the state at time t is st = {kt, ht, t, at−1, e, ǫt}.
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Empirical and theoretical research from specialized disciplines within economics informs the

exact specification of ua(·). We now discuss each of its components in detail.

Non-pecuniary utility

We begin by presenting the parameterization of the non-pecuniary utility for all five alternatives.

Blue-collar Equation (3) shows the parameterization of the non-pecuniary utility from work-

ing in a blue-collar occupation:

ζ1(kt, ht, at−1) = α1 + c1,1 · I[at−1 6= 1] + c1,2 · I[k1,t = 0] (3)

+ ϑ1 · I[ht ≥ 12] + ϑ2 · I[ht ≥ 16] + ϑ3 · I[k3,t = 1].

A constant α1 captures the net monetary equivalent of on-the-job amenities. Non-pecuniary

utility includes mobility and search costs c1,1, which are higher for individuals who had previ-

ously never worked in a blue-collar occupation, c1,2, and captures returns from high school, ϑ1,

and college degrees, ϑ2. Additionally, there is a detrimental effect of prematurely leaving the

military after one year, ϑ3.

White-collar The non-pecuniary utility from working in a white-collar occupation is specified

analogously. Equation (4) shows its parameterization:

ζ2(kt, ht, at−1) = α2 + c2,1 · I[at−1 6= 2] + c2,2 · I[k2,t = 0] (4)

+ ϑ1 · I[ht ≥ 12] + ϑ2 · I[ht ≥ 16] + ϑ3 · I[k3,t = 1].

Military Equation (5) shows the parameterization of the non-pecuniary utility from working

in the military:

ζ3(k3.t, ht) = c3,2 · I[k3,t = 0] + ϑ1 · I[ht ≥ 12] + ϑ2 · I[ht ≥ 16]. (5)

Although search costs c3,1 = 0 are absent, there is a mobility cost if an individual has never

previously served in the military, c3,2. Individuals still experience a non-pecuniary utility from

completing high school, ϑ1, and college, ϑ2.
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School Equation (6) shows the parameterization of the non-pecuniary utility from schooling:

ζ4(k3,t, ht, t, at−1, ej,4, ǫ4,t) = ej,4 + βtc1 · I[ht ≥ 12] + βtc2 · I[ht ≥ 16] (6)

+ βrc1 · I[at−1 6= 4, ht < 12]

+ βrc2 · I[at−1 6= 4, ht ≥ 12] + γ4,4 · t

+ γ4,5 · I[t < 18] + ϑ1 · I[ht ≥ 12]

+ ϑ2 · I[ht ≥ 16] + ϑ3 · I[k3,t = 1] + ǫ4,t.

There are direct costs for pursuing higher education, which primarily take the form of college,

βtc1 , and graduate school tuition fees, βtc2 . The decision to leave school is reversible, but entails

adjustment costs that differ by schooling category (βrc1 , βrc2). Education is defined by time

spent in school, not by formal credentials acquired. Once individuals reach a certain amount

of schooling, they acquire a degree. There is no uncertainty about grade completion (Altonji,

1993) and no part-time enrollment. Individuals value the completion of high school and college

(ϑ1, ϑ2).

Home Equation (7) shows the parameterization of the non-pecuniary utility from staying at

home:

ζ5(k3,t, ht, t, ej,5, ǫ5,1) = ej,5 + γ5,4 · I[18 ≤ t ≤ 20] + γ5,5 · I[t ≥ 21] (7)

+ ϑ1 · I[ht ≥ 12] + ϑ2 · I[ht ≥ 16]

+ ϑ3 · I[k3,t = 1] + ǫ5,t.

Staying at home as a young adult, γ5,4, is less stigmatized than doing so as an older individ-

ual, γ5,5. Possessing a degree (ϑ1, ϑ2) or leaving the military prematurely, ϑ3, influences the

immediate utility as well.

Wage component

The wage component wa(·) for the working alternatives is given by the product of the market-

equilibrium rental price ra and an occupation-specific skill level xa(·). The latter is determined

by the overall level of human capital:

wa(·) = ra xa(·).

This specification leads to a standard logarithmic wage equation in which the constant term is

the skill rental price ln(ra) and wages follow a log-normal distribution.

The occupation-specific skill level xa(·) is determined by a skill production function, which

includes a deterministic component Γa(·) and a multiplicative stochastic productivity shock
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ǫa,t:

xa(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,a, ǫa,t) = exp
(
Γa(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,a) · ǫa,t

)
.

Blue-collar Equation (8) shows the parameterization of the deterministic component of the

skill production function:

Γ1(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,1) = ej,1 + β1,1 · ht + β1,2 · I[ht ≥ 12] (8)

+ β1,3 · I[ht ≥ 16] + γ1,1 · k1,t + γ1,2 · (k1,t)
2

+ γ1,3 · I[k1,t > 0] + γ1,4 · t+ γ1,5 · I[t < 18]

+ γ1,6 · I[at−1 = 1] + γ1,7 · k2,t + γ1,8 · k3,t.

There are several notable features. The first part of the skill production function is motivated by

Mincer (1974) and, hence, linear in years of completed schooling, β1,1, quadratic in experience

(γ1,1, γ1,2), and separable between the two of them. There are so-called sheep-skin effects

(Hungerford and Solon, 1987; Jaeger and Page, 1996) associated with completing a high school,

β1,2, or graduate education, β1,3, which capture the impact of completing a degree beyond

the associated years of schooling. There is also a first-year blue-collar experience effect γ1,3.

Additionally, job skills depreciate for blue-collar workers, who were unemployed in the previous

period, γ1,6. All forms of work experience (γ1,7, γ1,8) are transferable.

White-collar The wage component from working in a white-collar occupation is specified

analogously. Equation (9) shows the parameterization of the deterministic component of the

skill production function:

Γ2(kt, ht, t, at−1, ej,2) = ej,2 + β2,1 · ht + β2,2 · I[ht ≥ 12] (9)

+ β2,3 · I[ht ≥ 16] + γ2,1 · k2,t + γ2,2 · (k2,t)
2

+ γ2,3 · I[k2,t > 0] + γ2,4 · t+ γ2,5 · I[t < 18]

+ γ2,6 · I[at−1 = 2] + γ2,7 · k1,t + γ2,8 · k3,t.

Military Equation (10) shows the parameterization of the deterministic component of the skill

production function:

Γ3(k3,t, ht, t, ej,3) = ej,3 + β3,1 · ht (10)

+ γ3,1 · k3,t + γ3,2 · (k3,t)
2 + γ3,3 · I[k3,t > 0]

+ γ3,4 · t+ γ3,5 · I[t < 18].

Unlike the civilian sector, there are no sheep-skin effects from completing military training,

(β3,2 = β3,3 = 0). Furthermore, the previous occupational choice has no influence (γ3,6 = 0),
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and any experience other than military is non-transferable (γ3,7 = γ3,8 = 0).

Remark 1 Our parameterization for the immediate utility of serving in the military differs

from Keane and Wolpin (1997), as we remain unsure about their exact specification. The

authors state in Footnote 31 (p. 498) that the constant for the non-pecuniary utility α3,t depends

on age. However, we are unable to determine the precise nature of the relationship. Equation

(C3) (p. 521) also indicates no productivity shock ǫa,t in the wage component. Table 7 (p. 500)

reports such estimates.

Table 1 presents an overview of the model’s parameters.

Table 1: Overview of parameters in the Keane and Wolpin (1997) extended model.

Parameter Description

Preference and type-specific parameters

δ discount factor

ej,a initial endowment of type j in alternative a specific skills

Common parameters immediate utility

αa return on non-wage working conditions

ϑ1 non-pecuniary premium for finishing high school

ϑ2 non-pecuniary premium for finishing college

ϑ3 non-pecuniary premium for leaving the military early

Schooling-related parameters

βa,1 return on each additional year of completed schooling

βa,2 skill premium for high school graduates

βa,3 skill premium for college graduates

βtc1 tuition costs for high school

βtc2 tuition costs for college

βrc1 re-entry costs for high school

βrc2 re-entry costs for college

β5,2 skill premium for high school graduates

β5,3 skill premium for college graduates

Experience-related parameters

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

γa,1 return on same-sector experience

γa,2 return squared on same-sector experience

γa,3 premium for having previously worked in sector

γa,4 return on age effect

γa,5 return on age effect for minors

γa,6 premium for remaining in same sector

γa,7 return on civilian cross-sector experience

γa,8 return on non-civilian sector experience

γ3,1 return on same-sector experience

γ3,2 return squared on same-sector experience

γ3,3 premium for having previously worked in sector

γ3,4 return on age effect

γ3,5 return on age effect for minors

γ4,4 return on age effect

γ4,5 return on age effect for minors

γ5,4 return on age, between 17 and 21

γ5,5 return on age, older than 21

Mobility and search parameters

ca,1 premium for switching to occupation a

ca,2 premium for working in occupation a for the first time

c3,2 premium for serving in the military for the first time

Error correlation

σa,a standard deviation of shock in alternative a

σi,j correlation between shocks in alternative a = i and a = j with i 6= j

Note: The above list is an overview of the model parameters. The immediate

utilities for the alternatives do not necessarily include all of them.

A.2. Data

We use the same data as Keane and Wolpin (1997), who derive their sample from the National

Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). The NLSY79

is a nationally representative sample of young men and women living in the United States in
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1979 and born between 1957 and 1964. Individuals were followed from 1979 onwards and re-

peatedly interviewed about their educational decisions and labor market experiences. Based

on this information, individuals are assigned to either working in one of three occupations,

attending school, or simply staying at home. The decision period is represented by the school

year. The sample is restricted to white men, who turned 16 between 1977 and 1981, and it

uses information collected between 1979 and 1987. Thus, the individuals in the sample range

in age between 16 and 26 years old.

Figure 14 shows the sample size by age. While the sample initially consists of 1,373 16-year-

olds, this value drops to 256, once the sampled individuals reach the age of 26 due to sample

attrition, missing data, and the short observation period. Overall, the final sample consists of

12,359 person-period observations.
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Figure 14: Sample size

Figure 15 shows the distribution of initial schooling among individuals at the time they enter

the model. The majority of individuals enter the model with ten years of schooling, while about

a quarter of the sample has less than ten years of schooling. About 7.5% of individuals already

attended school for 11 years.
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Figure 15: Initial schooling

Figure 16 shows heterogeneity of choices by the level of initial schooling. Individuals who enter

the model with only seven years of schooling spend an additional 0.65 years in school after age

16. Consequently, they spend around four years at home. In the event that they are working, it

is likely in a blue-collar occupation. When starting with ten years of schooling, then individuals

add roughly another three years while in the model. This increase is about half a year more

than individuals that start with eleven years.

2 4 6 8 10

Periods

7 years

8 years

9 years

10 years

11 years

Blue White Military School Home

Figure 16: Average choices by initial schooling

Figure 17 documents strong persistence in choices over time. For example, among those with

a white-collar occupation in t, 67% work in the same occupation in t+ 1, while 20% switch to

a blue-collar job.
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Figure 17: Transition matrix

A.3. Results

Figure 18 shows further comparisons between the simulated and empirical data. All results

from the estimated model are based on 10, 000 individuals.
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Figure 18: Model fit

Figure 19 provides the point prediction, its sampling distribution, and the estimated confidence

set for the impact of the tuition subsidy on all types. All results are based on 30, 000 draws

from the asymptotic normal distribution of our parameter estimates.
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Figure 19: Targeted subsidy for all types

Figure 20 shows the impact of the tuition subsidy at the upper δH and lower δL bound of the

estimated confidence set for δ. The results for both scenarios are based on simulated samples

of 10, 000 individuals.
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Figure 20: Policy impact and time preference
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A.4. Alternative sampling method: boundary sampling

An alternative to our bootstrap procedure is to restrict the sampling algorithm via the likeli-

hoods directly. As this sampling algorithm is computationally quite costly and our investigation

of the likelihoods (see above e.g. Figure 13(a)) did not reveal egregious problems of likelihood

fit, we only add this as a suggestion to practitioners. We have prepared a Jupyter notebook that

describes and executes the implementation of boundary sampling for an ordered logit model

using a real data example in the accompanying GitHub folder https://github.com/LJanys/

Codes Parametric Uncertainty/tree/main/Alternative%20Sampling%20Example.

The basic idea is to sample parameter vectors without restricting the parameter space ex-ante

using (1 − α)-level confidence sets on the parameters. Instead we use independent sampling

from the entire p-dimensional cube and then only consider draws that are in the (1− α)-level

confidence set region. As this would be computationally prohibitive and may result in “bunch-

ing” of draws within the confidence set region, we adapted an alternative algorithm proposed

by Kim and Lindsay (2011).

The critical value for the likelihood level set is calculated by inverting a likelihood ratio hy-

pothesis test. If nloglike is the negative log likelihood function, then the likelihood ratio test

for testing a parameter vector θ against the null hypothesis θ0 is given by:

LR = 2(nloglike(θ)− nloglike(θ0)) (11)

under the Null, LR ∼ χ2 with p degrees of freedom. If, for a proposal vector θ̃, nloglike(θ̃) >

χ2
crit, we do not consider this parameter vector further.

Because sampling from the entire parameter space would result in too many poor draws, our

preferred method uses an adjustment that is based on boundary sampling and described in

detail in Kim and Lindsay (2011).
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